
NEW VOICES IN CHEMISTRY

I
n the summer of 1992, i was enjoy-

ing my  extended academic life as a
postdoctoral fellow in the department
of chemistry at the University of
Alberta, Canada. Knowing full well

that I was fascinated by the intellectually
challenging and stimulating work in gly-
cobiology that was going in that depart-
ment, my adviser, Ole Hindsgaul, asked me
whether I would be willing to jump ship
from academia for a foray into the indus-
trial world. He handed me the business
card of a key scientific person from a
biotech company. I gathered the necessary
information about the scientific challenges

and rewards in the industrial world and
promptly decided to accept the new chal-
lenge. I headed for an unclear but brightly
beckoning new horizon in California.

The company, Applied Biosystems, has
been a pioneer in automated DNA tech-
nology. As a staff scientist here, I work at
the interface of three disciplines: chem-
istry, biochemistry, and instrument devel-
opment. Work at this interface has given

me a welcome opportunity to use my aca-
demic training, to learn a new discipline
(DNA sequencing), and to apply my skills
at innovation, which is the key require-
ment for industrial scientists.

After eight years at Applied Biosystems,
I have learned to appreciate corporate
needs in the area of bus-
iness development. I
have gained a good un-
derstanding of process
development and manu-
facturing, sales and mar-
keting, and intellectual
property needs. This
knowledge did not come
easy to me, because aca-
demic scientists do not
shift gears rapidly. The
needs of the industrial
sector are very different
from those of the aca-
demic world; they reflect
a composite of time pres-
sure, competition, and
marketplace demands. 

Industrial success is the result of team
effort, and in industry, it is very important
to be a team player. Our team is involved
in developing sophisticated tools for
genome analysis, a revolutionary field that
has been the center of worldwide atten-
tion. Global attention is highly motiva-
tional for members of our team. We know
that our scientific input will have a direct
impact on the future of our society.

Determination and hard work are nec-
essary ingredients for success in any area of
research. Our effort at Applied Biosystems
entails not only doing research and dis-
covery but also translating the results of
these efforts into product development.
An integrated effort of research and devel-
opment of two areas of science—chem-
istry and biochemistry—governs our prod-
uct development.

On June 26, 2000, the White House
announcement regarding the sequencing
of the human genome gave the world in
general and the scientific arena in partic-
ular the most exciting news of the start of

this new millennium. Automated DNA
sequencing technology from our company
was at the heart of this eventful scientific
accomplishment. For a moment, we felt as
if we had arrived on a new planet. We were
ecstatic, and every member of our organ-
ization felt that hard work and dedication
really do have their own sweet reward. The
tools of DNA technology have given the
ultimate reward to the science of genomics:
the exhilaration of discovery and new-
found knowledge.

Scientists have unraveled the entire
human DNA sequence (although some
sequences remain to be connected). They
have unscrambled all the letters in the
human genetic code and are putting the

pages in their proper
order. It is a feat that sets
the quest for knowledge
racing to endless possibil-
ities. Yet, the journey 
of exploration has just
begun. We can begin to
understand the mystery of
life and possibly find the
secret of a long and
healthy life. With the
genome sequence infor-
mation in hand, scientists
have already identified
some 30,000–40,000
genes in humans, and they
may soon discover what
they do. This knowledge
will pave the way for a rev-

olution in medicine within a few decades.
Genome researchers soon will be able to
identify the genetic blemishes responsible
for hundreds of genetic diseases and cancer,
and uncover the genetic factors that pre-
dispose us to countless other diseases. Phar-
maceutical companies will be able to design
new drugs tailored to each patient’s genetic
makeup, increasing the effectiveness of
therapy and reducing side effects.

Our concern is how can we expand this
knowledge without putting it to possible
misuse. Society as a whole—not only sci-
entists—should examine this issue closely.
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SWEET REWARD Khan and
colleagues at Applied Biosystems
were ecstatic when the human
genome was sequenced using
automated DNA sequencing
technology from their company.

The needs of the
industrial sector
are very different
from those of the
academic world;
they reflect a
composite of
time pressure,
competition, and
marketplace
demands. 


